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Term graph rewriting is concerned with the representation of expressions or for-
mulas as graphs, and with the evaluation of such structures by rule-based graph
transformation. Sharing is ubiquitous in the implementations of programming lan-
guages: many implementations of functional, logic, object-oriented and concurrent
calculi are based on term graphs, which are also used in symbolic computation sys-
tems and automated theorem proving. The advantage of computing with graphs
rather than terms (strings or trees) is that common subexpressions can be shared,
which improves the eﬃciency of computations in space and time.
Research in term and graph rewriting ranges from theoretical questions to prac-
tical implementation issues. Many diﬀerent research areas are included, for instance:
the modelling of ﬁrst- and higher-order term rewriting by (acyclic or cyclic) graph
rewriting, the use of graphical frameworks such as interaction nets and sharing
graphs to model strategies of evaluation (for instance, optimal reduction in the
lambda calculus), rewrite calculi on cyclic higher-order term graphs for the se-
mantics and analysis of functional programs, graph reduction implementations of
programming languages, graphical calculi modelling concurrent and mobile compu-
tations, object-oriented systems, graphs as a model of biological or chemical abstract
machines, and automated reasoning and symbolic computation systems working on
shared structures.
The Fifth International Workshop on Computing with Terms and Graphs took
place in York (UK) on March 22, 2009, as a satellite event of ETAPS 2009. Previous
editions of the TERMGRAPH workshops series took place in Barcelona (2002), in
Rome (2004), in Vienna (2006), and in Braga (2007). The aim of this series of
workshops is to bring together researchers working in these diﬀerent domains and
to foster their interaction, to provide a forum for presenting new ideas and work in
progress, and to enable newcomers to learn about current activities in term graph
rewriting.
The programme of the workshop consisted of eight contributions and of two
invited lectures, by Fabio Gadducci (Some properties of an old-fashioned algebra
for graphs) and by He´le`ne Kirchner (A Port Graph Calculus and its Application to
Autonomic Computing).
After the workshop, the authors were invited to submit a revised version of their
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contribution. The Programme Committee selected ﬁve papers for this volume.
The Program Committee of TERMGRAPH 2009 consisted of
• Andrea Corradini (chair, Italy)
• Rachid Echahed (France)
• Marko van Eekelen (The Netherlands)
• Maribel Ferna´ndez (UK)
• Ian Mackie (France)
• Detlef Plump (UK)
For their help in reviewing and selecting the submitted papers, we are grateful
to the Programme Committee members and to Bahareh Badban, Clara Bertolissi,
Roberto Bruni, Jean Goubault-Larrecq, Alberto Lluch Lafuente, Maarten de Mol,
and Jorge Sousa Pinto. We would also like to thank the organizers of ETAPS 2009
for their constant support before and during the workshop.
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